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ABSTRACT
In the present paper. the effect of ventilationand burningarea on the mass burningrate in compartment

fires was studied through the reduce scale model experiments. It was found that they both determine the
compartment fire behavior and theircommoneffect could be expressedby the ratioof Pog~AH~/Av. on the
basis of which the regions of various fire characteristics were divided. Based on experimental resuns,
according to steady-state energy balance on fuel surface. a new simple model was proposed in whichthe
mass burning rate can be calculated as a function of ventilation parameterand fuel surface area. and the
critical conditions for the transition between various fire 'characteristics were obtained. The calculated re
sults were in good agreement with the experimentaldata and the previous researches.
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INTRODUCTION
A large number of expenments has been conducted for fully developed compartment fires ventilated

through a single rectangular opening centrally located in one wall. It was indicated that the main factors
affecting burning behavior in a compartment were opening condition. fuel bed area, compartment size and
shape. thermal conductivity of walls. propertiesof burning materials.position of fire source and so on. and
the effect of ventilation opening size and shape can be expressed by the ventilation parameter AH~ ,III
where A and H are the area and height of the ventilationopening respectively. In addition. it wasfound that
the mass burningrate in compartment depend largelyon fuel surfaceareabesidesventilation parameter. and
the effects of ventilation parameter and fuel surface area are not independent. as they change.variousfire
characteristics such as extinction. oscillatory combustion. ventilation-controlled and fuel-controlled com
bustion occurs. Having analyzed data from
a large number of compartment fires.
Harmathy[l) indicated that there was obvi
ous difference between ventilation
controlled fires and fuel-controlled fires.
which can be distinguished by constant val
uesof Pog~AH~/Av. where po is the density
of ambient air. g is the gravitational con
stant. and Av is the fuel surface area. It is
important to be able to distinguish between
these two regimes as the fuel-controlled fire
is generally less severe except in compari
son with fires in which the ventilation is
very poor. Fig. 1. Schematicdiagram of experimental apparatus

H.Takedal21examined the effects of ven-
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tilation and compartment size on fire be
havior for methanol fires using a series of
cubic chambers made of asbestos board,
and a simple one zone and transient model
of compartmentrues was established based
on the quasi-steady energy balance rela
tio~ship involving the whole comparunent.

In this paper, ethanol rues was studied
in a constant cubic chamber with various
size opening and fuel tray . a new simple
model of compartment fires was presented
according to steady-state energy balance
relationship on the fuel surface. and the
steady mass burning rates of PMMAwas
predicted successfully. These experimental
and calculated results were compared with
previous researches in detailed discussion.
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EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS

As shown in Fig. I, experiments were conducted in the 0.5 m cube chamber made of 2 mm steel board
with a rectangular opening of variable height and area . Various size circular fuel tray of 5 cm - 20 ern in
diameter and 2 cm in depth is installed at the center of the floor, and fuel used is ethanol. The mass burning
rates and gases temperatures were measured by load cell and thermocouples respectively.

Experiments showed that the fire char-
acteristics in compartment depend strongly
on ventilation parameter AH~ and fuel tray
area Av, when AH~ is small or Av is large ,
ex tinction occurs, and as AH~ increases or
Av decreases, combustion becomes oscil
latory and then stable. Fig. 2 shows the
experimental results of mass burning rate
per unit fuel surface area (m"=rT1I Av) as a
function of Av for various AH~ values.
When AH~ is certain value, rh" value rises
till maximum and then decreases as Av
increases. As m" increases and reaches a
maximum, it is considered that the fire ap
proaches stoichiometric burning and the
fire characteristics transforms from fuel
controlled to ventilation- controlled.

Fig . 3 shows the mass burning rate ri1 as
a function of Av for various AH~ values,
and the critical curves under which the os
cillatory combustion and ext inction may be
observed in the experiments respectively.
Assuming ~ = Pog~AH~/Av, the critical
va lues of l;c, ~ and ~s. which are corre
sponding to extinction, oscillatory combus
tion and maximum rn" condition respec
tively, are listed in Table 1.
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FigA. Dependence of rn" on ~ and regions for various fire characteristics

Fig. 4, plotted as m" versus ~,shows a clear distinction between the ventilation-controlled fires and
fuel-controlled fires, and the rigions of various fire characteristics. Besides, this figure demonstrates that the
~, which combines AHI'> and Av, may be considered as a parameter for indicating the common effect of
ventilation and burning area on mass burning rate in compartment fires, and for dividing the regions of
various fire characteristics.

Table 1. Cri tical values of E,.:, C", and 1:"

Fire Characteristics Critical ~ Experimental Data
(kglm2s) (Av increzing~ )

Average
Value

Calculated
Value

Extinction
Oscillatory comb.
Maximum m "

0.73 0.70 0.67 0.50
1.25 1.39 1.23 1.21

4.97 4.86 5.77 4.78

0.46 0.61
1.42 1.30

5.18 5.11

0.55
1.33

5.28

1liEORETICAL ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
1. Establishment of The Simple Model of CompartmentFires

In open environment, the free burning rate is dependent on the heat transfer to the fuel surface from
flame, it can be expressd as follows at steady-state conditions:

me"= mr!Av =(~e" - Qu" )/ Lv
where me" is the free burning rate per unit fuel surface area; OFt is the heat flux per unit surface area from
flame to fuel surface; Qu" is the fuel surface heat loss rate per unit surface area, Lv is the heat of gasifica
tion of the fuel. If the flame temperature was assumed to be uniform, the 6Ft can thus be approximately
wri ttten as:

OFf"= 0(( F,{T/ - T.4 ) + h( (T( - T1 ) ~ 2
w here o is the Stefen-Boltzmann constant. c( is the flame emissivity, F( is the relevant geometric configu
ration factor, h( is the fuel heat transfer coefficient. T is the temperature, and the subscript f and I represent
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U= (Tr- To - To)!.(Tr -To)
where To is the temperature difference between
gas and wall at the maximum burning condition.
and To is the ambient temperature.

Further, the following relationshipmainly for
preflashover fires was introduced for the inflow
rate of air by venulation.l'!

\', \'\mail = B pog. AH
where B is the empirical constant containing the discharge coefficientand density term.
(1) Mass burning rate

For ventilation-controlled fires (POg\',AH\'\ < Pog\', (AH"')cq ). as the mass burning rate is strongly den
pendent on the air supply rate. the heat releaserate and flame heat flux to the fuel surface will increase with
the mass flow rate of inflow air increasing. so that the proportional relationship between the OF" and mair
was assumed as ~"=ql0 mair =qlPog\',AH.... furthermore (<lE"- Ql")1 Lv = ¢ =constanl

For fuel-controlled fires (Pog\',AH\', > POg'" (AH\',)cq ). with the mass flow rate of inflow air increasing.
the excessive air supply and the heat loss through the ventilation opening will increase.and the average gas
temperature in compartment will decrease, as a result the external heat flux from the hot environmentto the
fuel surface will reduce. Therefore the inverse proportional relationship between the OE" and mar was
assumed as: OE"=\jI1 mail ='l' I pog\',AH\',. furthermore (~"- Q....)!Lv=ffir".

. Whc:n rii" has a maximum.(Pog\',AH\', = POg\', (AH\',)cq). it was assumed that OE" =Q"Emu.. furthermore
(OF" - Ql")!Lv =rhr". where Q"Emu is the heat flux from hot environment10 the fuel surface at the maxi
mum burning condition. which may be obtained from Eq. 4.

Based on these assumptions above, and using m"=ffi"IIl&X' at Pog\',AH\', = POg\', (AH\',)cq • the coefficient
q>. ~ and 'l' can be obtained. So that the mass burningrate is given by

rrh"=m/Av=rhr"+ Q"r:mu!Lv - (Q;r"!Lv)(l- Ej~J (~g;J Yentilation-controllcd

~

l m"=ritlAv=mr"+ (Q"F.maJLV)(~J~)

(2) Excess fuel factor and excess air factor

Bullen and Thomasl l l defined an excess fuel factor as fex =1- mail 11m, wh~h is zero for stoichiometric
burning and positive if there are unburnt volatiles leaving the compartment, where1 'is the stoichiometric
air to fuel mass ratio. Using Eqs, 7 and 8. for ventilation-controlled fires. fex can be calculated from Eq. 9.

fex = 1- CBLvC; "()/[mr"Lv+Q"Emu-QFf"(l- Ej ~I)I (c,s;.) 9

flame and fuel surface respectively.
For companrnent fires. the mass burning rate per unit fuel surface area can be expressed as follows at

steady-state conditions: 0

moo = mI Av = (OF"+ 6£" - 6x.") I Lv 3
where 6J,"is the flame heat flux per unit fuel surface area. Ql" is the heat loss rate per unit surface area. 6E"
is the external heat flux per unit surface area from the hot environmentto fuel surface. mainlyincludingthe
radiant heat flux from walls and layer of hot smoky gases. it may be approximately expressed as:

6£"= crtgFg(Tg
4

- T.4 ) + a£.,F.,(T.,4 - T.4 ) 4
where E • F. and T are relevant emissivity. geometricconfiguration factor and temperature, subscript g • w.
and 1represent gas. wall. and fuel surface. respectively. The gas emissivitycan be expressed as:

Eg = l-exp (- KL) 5
where K is the absorption coefficient. The wall
temperature Tw was assumed empirically as the
following expression according to reference [2].

T.,=U(Tg-To) +To ,6

and the coefficient

!
>.
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If the excess air factor is described as a. =mait I ..,.m for fuel-controlled fires, which equals unit for
stoichiometric burning and can be obtain from Eq.7 and 8.

a.= (BLvl;!y)1 [mr"Lv + Q"Emu(~~)1 (~~J 10
The relationship between fex, a.and ~ are shown in Fig. 5.

(3) Determination of the critical values of ~ for various fire characteristics
A. The transition from ventilation-controlledfires to fuel-controlled fires (I;.)

It is considered as the critical condition betweenventilation-controlled fires and fuel-controlled fires that
combustion becomes stoichiometriccombustion.Substitution of fex=O at~~ into Eq. 9 or a.=1 at ~= I;. into
Eq. 10. gives

~. = POg\', (AH\',)cq I Av = (ylB)(mr" + Q"Emu/ Lv ) I I
B. The critical extinction behavior (/;.,)

It may be assumed that extinction occurs as the concentration of fuel vapor increases to and beyond its
upper flammability limit (TIro) for the oscillatory fires in which the ventilation is.. vcry 'poor, Substitution of
Eq. 7 and 8 into

TlF I~~c = riV(m +mait ) I~~c = TlRl
gives

!;c = (mr"Lv+Q"Emu- OR")I [TlRlBLvl (1- TIro) - OFr"l ~l 12
C. The critical oscillatory behavior (f,.,)

For ventilation-controlled fires, the fex increases gradually then steeply as ~ decreases (See Figure 5).
therefore it was assumed that the transitional point is the critical point at which the oscillatory combustion
occurs, that is to say

(dfex/ d~) I~~o = - II ~ 13
Substitution of Eq. 9 into Eq. 13 gives

Calculated curves given by H.Takeda
Present calculated curves
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~ = ([(BLv~Jy)(mr"Lv + Q"Emu- 6Fr")I~ - (mr"Lv + Q"EmA-Qpr")}(~JOFr") 14
2. Calculation Results and Discussion

The calculation results have been shown in Fig. 3, Fig. 4, Fig. 5 and Table I in comparison"with
experimental data respectively. Besides, according to the experimental conditions of H.Takeda and
J.Quintiere,[2.31 the mass burning rate of PMMA was calculated for various AH~ and Av values, as shown
in Fig. 6, and the results were in good agreement with their experimentaldata and theoreticalcurves given
at the same time for comparison. The data used in calculation are listed in Table 2.

for the calculatiS ifiedhITa e 2. speo: parameters or e c cu anon
Fr 0.75 141 Ethanol PMMA Ethanol PMMA

Fe 0.56 (4) "hr (w/m2K) 17.6 1':1 7.0 PI T1 (K) 351P 1 543 111

Fw 0.42[41 K (11m) 0.37 [II 1.30 (3) To(K) 298 • 288 (3)

g (m 21 s) 9.81 Lv (1/Ieg) 932755[5] 1588400PI Er 0.06(1) 0.25 [I)

To (K) 100 (2) mr"(kg/m2s) 0.01320 • 0.01035[)) Ew 0.97 (6) 0.96 (6)

(J (JIlm2~ 5.67x lO-li Tr (K) 1123 • 1573 (1) Y 9.00 [S) 8.25 [))

Po <k&Im'> 1.18 [1) I Tgmu (K) 773 • 1303 (2) TIro 0.18 [I)

• Expenmental data

In the present model, the critical values of ~ were related to the Q"Emu and mt ,generally, both of them
are dependent on fuel surface area. Howevre, when the fire increases in size to and beyond the point at
which interaction with the compartment boundaries becomes significant, the Q"Emu. is nearly independent
of Av. In addition, according to the experimental results of hydrocarbon liquid pool fires given by Blinov
and Khudialov,ll) when pool diameter is around 0.1 m or more than 1.0 m the mt is almost independentof
Av. Similarly, the mr" is almost a constant for various fuel tray diameters from 0.05 m to 0.2 m in present
experiments (See figure 2). So that it may be approximately considered that the critical values of ~ are
dependent only on the fuel type and"wall material, and can be used to describe the fire characteristics for
fully developed compartment fires.

CONQ..USION

1. Both opening condition and burning area are important factors affecting compartment fire behavior. The
various rue characteristics was found to be described by the ratio of ~=Pog~AH~/Av in some specific
situations.

2. A new simple model for compartment fires involving liquid or thermoplastic fuel has been established
using steady-state energy balance relationshipon fuel surface. and also has been provento be reasonable
in comparison with the small-scale experimental data and calculated results given by other model.
However, it ought to be compared further with the full-scale compartment fires.
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